
About Tommy Booking 
Tommy Booking is the platform many
holiday and recreation parks use to make
bookings. It is one of the major players in
this segment. Is a guest making a
booking online? Then the reservation is
received by Tommy Booking, and the
park manages the booking and all
customer data in the system. Tommy
Booking optimizes (complex) business
processes of recreation companies and
thus improves the guest experience.

EasySecure is a specialist in the field of
identity management. EasySecure's
scalable cloud platform delivers and
integrates access control, time,
attendance, and visitor registration
solutions. Users can choose from wireless
cylinders, wireless door fittings, wireless
lockers, card readers, keypads, license
plate registration, finger scans, and facial
recognition. Registration is possible via
mobile phone, card, tag, face, finger,
license plate, or code.

About EasySecure 

Troubles with keys
Working with keys and cards is an error-
prone and time-consuming process. For
example, when guests lose their keys,
you need to make new ones and maybe
even replace the locks. The same goes
for when new people join the team. In
addition, many companies need a better
link between reservation systems and
solutions for identity management to
reduce the risk of double data entry.

Using separate keys and cards is
cumbersome for hotel and holiday park
visitors. They must first visit the
reception and, in most cases, wait
before they can access their hotel room,
holiday home, toilet blocks, sanitary
facilities, or other park facilities (such as
the swimming pool).



Ultimate guest experience with
unique contactless check-in

By combining Tommy Booking and
EasySecure, you link booking management
to a secure and user-friendly access
management system. The link automatically
converts a booking into a digital key. Both
solutions become one, as it were so that you
will never again struggle with managing
separate keys and access cards.

Guests can access the holiday park, the
booked holiday home, toilet blocks, private
sanitary facilities, or other park facilities
without visiting the reception. Organize this
contactless access easily with the guest's
mobile phone, a unique pin, QR code, or
license plate number. Or simply grant access
by using the guest's face. In the latter case,
a personal photo of the guest is converted
into a secure face template.

The result is the ultimate guest reception
experience. The guests can use the facilities
while waiting for their holiday home to be
ready. The administrator can optionally open
doors remotely from any location and link to
different reservation systems. And the
reception employee once again becomes a
real host.

Thanks to the combination of Tommy Booking
and EasySecure, recreation and holiday parks
benefit from various advantages:

Personal access control, time
registration, attendance, and visitor
registration in a traditional or innovative
way

Create a completely contactless check-
in without the intervention of the
reception

Use the smartphone as a digital key

No more struggles with keys and,
therefore, more security, control, and
overview;

Easily manage (multiple) locations in the
cloud;

For our option to open the current doors with
a smartphone, no further investment in
cabling is necessary. Instead of installing
extra Wi-Fi gateway points in the vacation
home, you only need to replace the current
cylinder. The system is plug-and-play and
fully prepared. The receptionist becomes a
true host again instead of an administrative
desk clerk.


